NIKON VISIONS

NIKON OPTIPHOT. THE EASY-TO-USE PHOTOMICROSCOPE WITH TOTAL RESEARCH CAPABILITIES.

Colon specimen photographed with Nikon CF 2x plan apochromat, CF 5x photo eyepiece.

INSTRUMENTATION
Nikon Optiphot microscope equipped with HFM Microflex photomicrography system.

SIGNIFICANCE
Through design innovations Nikon has produced a complete microscope and camera system capable of delivering consistently accurate photomicrographs with maximum speed and convenience.

SPECIFICS
The Nikon Optiphot combines exclusive CF optics for images with full edge-to-edge sharpness, remarkable contrast and superior resolution with a totally new mechanical design. The massive base and rigid stand eliminate any vibration, while a constant color temperature 50 watt halogen Koehler illumination system provides enough light for any requirement. Images snap into crisp, sure focus with the ultra-precise focusing mechanism.

The HFM Microflex camera system consistently captures the superb images delivered by the Optiphot. It features totally automatic, computer-controlled exposure selection, electronic shutter and motorized film advance. The system can be adapted for Polaroid® or large format photography.

Extend your vision with the Nikon Optiphot. Write: Nikon Visions, Nikon Inc. Instrument Division, 623 Stewart Avenue, Garden City, N.Y. 11530 (516) 222-0200.

Nikon Extending Man's Vision
The American Cancer Society thanks you.
Your employees thank you.
Their families thank you.

You've become a life saver. Literally. For installing our Employee Education Program. For letting us supply free films, exhibits, speakers, pamphlets, posters, and articles for your company publications. For accepting our help in arranging "action" programs for your employees...for detection of colorectal cancer, instructions in breast cancer examination, for detection of cervical cancer via the Pap test. For simply understanding that if cancer is detected in its early stages, chances for cure are greatly increased. Thank you.

Hundreds of companies now have an American Cancer Society Employee Education Program. If yours isn't one of them, call us.

American Cancer Society
2,000,000 people fighting cancer.